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the dimensions create Holographic refraction and replication of sound-light spectra, which
allows 3-
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with the ~~Holographic Beam" emanating from 0·8 Meta-galactic Core in
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Is called the Holographic Beam or H-Beam. The H-Beam triggers the release
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of Consciousness· holographically refracting within the scalar fields of the Time
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changes into a hologram that comes into manifest reality. When we start to pull

are activated. 5. Holographic inserts Holographic inserts are pictures that are put in our

5. Holographic inserts Holographic inserts are pictures that are put in our minds and
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Reality (b) Hologram (c) Morphogenetic Fields (d) Images 7. What techniques
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changes into a hologram that comes into manifest reality. When we start to pull

are activated. 5. Holographic inserts Holographic inserts are pictures that are put in our

5. Holographic inserts Holographic inserts are pictures that are put in our minds and
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Reality (b) Hologram (c) Morphogenetic Fields (d) Images 7. What techniques
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will set the holographic template for the rest of our experiences within that Harmonic

space in the hologram. 7. What does Ashayana say about having her incarnational memory
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make up any holographic moment, one of the higher frequency and the other of

part of the hologram we are going to manifest-the one that takes us
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we scan any hologram to determine if the frequency is of higher/ evolutionary or

part of the hologram we are going to manifest. Multiple Choice 1. It is
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make up any holographic moment, one of the higher frequency and the other of

part of the hologram we are going to manifest-the one that takes us
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we scan any hologram to determine if the frequency is of higher/ evolutionary or

part of the hologram we are going to manifest. Multiple Choice 1. It is
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particles that hold Holographic Patterns and block the flow of energy in the particle
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of the entire Holographic Pattern (b) That is the only way to break
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perceive in our hologram of life is understood to be manifestations of God-Source,
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of Form THE HOLOGRAPHIC TEMPLATE THE STRUCTURE OF DIMENSIONS, PARTIKI
PHASING AND MATTER DENSITY

TRANSDUCTION SEQUENCE AND HOLOGRAPHIC REALITY CONSTRUCTION The MCEO
Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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THE HOLOGRAPHIC TEMPLATE The externalization of life, manifestation of matter and
individuation

of identity are HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS of CONSCIOUSNESS - ENERGY SUBSTANCE,
created through an intrinsic

itself into the Hologram of Form. Nothing is truly solid. All things are composed
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body is a HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION of consciousness that is built upon a HOLOGRAPHIC
TEMPLATE

built upon a HOLOGRAPHIC TEMPLATE of structured units of consciousness. The
Holographic Template represents

of consciousness. The Holographic Template represents the Living Morphogenetic Field - the
dimensionalized blueprint

structure - the Holographic Template or Thought-energy Blueprint, upon which the entire
system

body is a HOLOGRAM that can be directly affected by the substance of which

specifications. The core Holographic Template of the personal and universal body is called
the

intrinsic processes of holographic projection, with the intention of restoring integrity to the
function

inherent to the Holographic Templatethe original thought-form construct upon which our
universal structure
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Density Levels. The Hologram of manifest reality is a complex system of interwoven energy

3- dimensionally manifest hologram of human life. The behavior of dimensionalized wave
strata is
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of the human hologram are a place to begin our journey of selfunderstanding. The
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Characteristics of the Hologram PRIMAL ORDER SCALAR WAVES: Points of standing waves,
composed of

to experience the hologram of manifest reality. Created through Partiki Phasing (internal
fission

through which the holographic projections of space-time-matter and identity individuation
can be

through which the hologram of matter density, linear time and objectification of reality can
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to enter the holographically projected experience of external space, time and matter. All
manifest
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bands create the holographic refraction of light, sound and scalar waves that allows
consciousness
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Density within the Hologram of external reality. Harmonics of Manifestation are the stages of
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Core of the Holographic Template upon which the morphogenetic scalar wave blueprint and
all

the Kathara Grid Holographic Template. The Kathara Grids of all forms - universes, galaxies,

the Kathara Grid Holographic Core. The Cosmic Kathara Grid represents the scalar field of

through which the Hologram of manifest experience is perpetually created. Energy cannot be
created
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consciousness within the Holographic experience of manifestation. 15 PRIMARY KATHARA
LINES: Kathara Lines are
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Core Template of Holographic Manifestation and controls the structure and function of all of
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Complex within the Holographic Fields of the Time Matrix. Through fulfillment of the Primal
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HOLOGRAPHIC REALITY CONSTRUCTION The Unified Field of Conscious-Energy THE
SCALAR

GRID- THE CORE HOLOGRAPHIC TEMPLATE OF DIMENSIONALIZATION UPON WHICH
MORPHOGENETIC FIELDS ARE FORMED. Interwoven

CAN EXPERIENCE THE HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION OF MANIFEST REALITY, SPACE, TIME,
MATTER AND EXTERNALIZATION .
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reality is a HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION. Perception of solidity and externalization is
determined by the

can perceive the Hologram of External ization. ~ The human body is a Hologram

body is a Hologram built upon a Holographic Template of units of consciousness structured

built upon a Holographic Template of units of consciousness structured into Scalar Standing-
wave
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through which the Hologram of Manifestation can be perceived. ~The human body is

and structure of Holographic Reality allows us to understand the foundations upon which the
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the template of Holographic Reality. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi
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Frequency Bands create Holographic Refraction of consciousness-energy that allows
perception of an externalized,

externalized, 3-Dimensional Holographic Illusion for consciousness focused within the Scalar
Grids of the
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thus the CORE HOLOGRAPHIC TEMPLATE upon which the morphogenetic field blueprint is
structured. ~

is the Core Holographic Template for dimensionalization of the Unified Field of
Consciousness-Energy,
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thus the CORE HOLOGRAPHIC TEMPLATE through which the Imprint for Health can be
restored



programs of the Holographic Template. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi
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to create the Holographic Projection of external manifestation. ~ The Kathara Grid, 15-
Dimensional

orchestrate the manifest Hologram through creation of Manifestation Templates. ~ The
interwoven, ordered structures
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time and matter Hologram. ~ The PRIMAL PURPOSE of human evolution is the achievement

Complex within the holographic fields of the Time Matrix. REGENESIS of the Primal Order
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core Kathara Grid Holographic Template that sets the pattern of dimensionalization for
consciousness to
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in manifestation, the Holographic Template Kathara Grid, upon which all conditions come into
being.
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core Kathara Grid Holographic Template, into the Bio-energetic Field, Chakra System and
DNA,

to recode the Holographic Template upon which malfunction manifests. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings®
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integrity to the Holographic Template Kathara Grid, we are thus creating simultaneous
restoration through
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Grids The core Holographic Templates of both the personal and the planetary morphogenetic
fields

the Kathara Grid Holographic Template, distortions within the DNA and physical body
function also
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the now-functional Holographic Template of the planetary Kathara can be used to RESET

within the operational Holographic Template of the human Kathara Grid. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings
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of the Kathara Holographic Template, by directing needed electro-tonal instructions for



awakening the
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in the human Holographic Template Kathara Grid. The restorative effects of using the
Hierophant
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de-manifesting the Holographic Projection of its desired body imprint in time. The MCEO
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THE KATHARA GRID HOLOGRAPHIC TEMPLATE. Blockages within the Kathara Grid program
presently block the
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the Kathara Grid Holographic Template, that result in the genetic mutation that causes
Molecular

creative process of Holographic Projection within the dimensionalized fields of space, time
and matter.
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is the Core Holographic Template upon which the morphogenetic scalar-wave template and
all

Matrix for the Holographic Experience of manifestation. The Kathara Grid 12-Tree is the
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through which the Holographic Projection of experienced manifestation can occur. The Hova
Bodies form
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the 3-dimensional Holographic projection. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
by Adashi
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fill out" the Holographic illusion of 3-dimensionality. Diodic Points and Healing In Kathara
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experiential perception of holographic manifestation. Each Chakra circulates its Single Axis
flash-line sequence

perceivable 3-dimensional hologram. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi MCEO
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set the primary holographic scalar field upon which the Meridian Lines - or Secondary

the Kathara Grid holographic scalar template, to the Hova Bodies, Shields, Axiom Lines,



Chakra
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separate 3-Dimensional holographic reality fields. Distortions and blockages in the Kathara
Grid, Hova
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Perception and the Hologram In earlier texts, we have explained that manifestation is not

but rather a Holographic Projection of consciousness through the structures of
dimensionalization. Further, that

structure of the Hologram, through projection along a vertical, horizontal and diagonal axis.
We

characteristics of the Hologram relate to forming the structure of 15-Dimensional Human
Anatomy.

which our perceivable Hologram forms, we begin to better comprehend the nature of reality

structure. Through the Holographic Projection of consciousness, within the cosmic Unified
Field of Energy-

identity. Within the Hologram of consciousness we perceive as solid and objectified the wave

to bring the Hologram into perceivable manifestation. We will call the constructs of energy,

of the manifest Hologram, the HUMAN SENSES. THE HUMAN SENSES ARE THE
EXPERIENTIAL RESULT
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of the manifest Hologram can be recognized and experienced. The APPARTHI and Perception
The

through which the Holographic picture of "space between objects", "externalization of form"
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within the body hologram continues its natural expansion into the greater portions of its
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within the body hologram. The 5 Known Senses and Sound Transduction The 5 known
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externalization within the hologram of manifestation. For example, it is not commonly
recognized that

into the illusionary holographic picture of externalized manifestation and its qualities or
space, time,
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to realign the Holographic Template to restore the Imprint for Health, through which natural
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Bi-location- multiple holographic manifestations 11 . Shara- Centrifugal Sense- Raja Hova
Body (
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the Kathara Grid Holographic Template back to the original Imprint for Health. The Flash-

within the Core Holographic Template of the body. ~ Using the Hierophant Symbol Code,
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is the Core Holographic Template upon which the human body and consciousness enter
dimensionalization
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the 3-dimensional hologram is created. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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variety of identifiable holographic sensory perceptions. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series Presented by
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role as the Holographic Template upon which the morphogenetic field, body and
consciousness manifest

Health within the Holographic Template for manifestation. The Mahara Hova Body, Maharic
Shield and

of restructuring the Holographic Template to hold its original Imprint for Healththe MAHARIC
RECODING

illusion of external holographic projection could be experienced. The Mahara Hova Body, and
its
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Spirit-System, the Holographic Template of scalar-grids upon which the system manifests
must

within the Core Holographic Template Kathara Grid, via running the Flash-line sequences of

within the core Holographic Template. In the beginning of using this technique, the effects
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explore MULTI-VECTOR HOLOGRAPHIC RECODING -clearing the Miasmic Imprint from the
Kathara Grid.
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running through the Holographic Program of the Kathara Lines. When the Kathara Lines are

Hova Body, the Holographic Program of the Kathara Grid can be progressively regenerated to

Kathara Grid core holographic template will eventually override those set in the bio-energetic
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core Kathara Grid holographic template. Sequence-2 Points channel energy from the Maharic
Shield

Kathara Grid core holographic template eventually override those set into the outer Bio-field
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the Kathara Grid-Holographic Template and all subtle energy and physical systems built upon
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begin personal Core Holographic Template Healing. To effectively facilitate Core Template
healing in others
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the processes of Holographic Recoding, higher identity Hova Body integration and
multidimensional evolution within
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morphogenetic framework, or Holographic Template, upon which matter systems are
constructed. We learned how
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in the personal Holographic Template to their original Primal Order. ~ In Level-1

important level of Holographic Template realignment. ~ The Maharic Shield is the 3-
Dimensional
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Morphogenetic Repatterning and Holographic Template Recoding via the Maharic Shield to
clear distortions and
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receding of the Holographic Template and interdimensional evolution. Opening of the PBIS
can also
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~MULTI-VECTOR HOLOGRAPHIC RECODING THROUGH THE MAHARIC INFUSION.
~ATTITUDES AND ETIQUETTE IN

4- MULTI-VECTOR HOLOGRAPHIC RECODING KATHARA SCAN #5- THE MAHARIC
INFUSION THE MAHARA
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experience within the holograms of Space, Time and Matter. The personal Maharic Shield,
often
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or MULTI-VECTOR HOLOGRAPHIC RECODING. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series



Presented by Adashi
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t, MULTI-VECTOR HOLOGRAPHIC RECODING "1 Restoring the Organic Imprint for Health
and
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- Multi-vector Holographic Receding - is a process of progressive WHOLE-BEING HEALING
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FOR MULTI-VECTOR HOLOGRAPHIC RECODING The 4 Primary Elements of Action 1. The
Maharic

which Multi-Vector Holographic Recoding of the Morphogenetic Field Manifestation Template
is achieved, begins
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This is the Holographic Crystal Sphere; it represents the station of your inner AVATAR

consciousness within the Holographic Sphere and feel its reality around you, as if your

encased within the Holographic Sphere. 3. Observe the interior of the Sphere as a

interior of your Holographic Sphere. Notice now that within the golden box there is

Silver Liquid Light holographic form of the avatar identity. Know yourself now as this

Pillar into the Holographic Sphere at Chakra 4, and visualize the base pulling up

contracting into the Holographic Sphere. EXHALE the energy of the Rainbow Pillar fully into

fully into the Holographic Sphere and observe the Holographic Sphere become a radiant
Silver

and observe the Holographic Sphere become a radiant Silver ball of Liquid Light stationed
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to move the Holographic Sphere down into the Jrd Chakra for Jrd_ Dimensional transmission

Light "charged" Holographic Sphere down to lower chakras, inhale and use the next

to move the Holographic Sphere up through the chakra system. Always move the
Holographic

Always move the Holographic Sphere up or down along the Central Body Current, to

Silver LiquidLight charged Holographic Sphere at the center of your Doradic Sphere in the

Light from the Holographic Sphere combining with the Green-Violet-Silver Doradic-1 current
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is called MULTIVECTOR HOLOGRAPHIC RECODING , which creates 810-REGENESIS of the
original 12-
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~ ~ ¥ Holographic Recoding and clearing the KarmicMiasmic Imprint from the personal
Manifestation

Diodic Points. Personal Holographic Receding begins with consistent use of Technique #2-
The
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4-Multi-vector Holographic Recoding Kathara Scan and #5-The Maharic Infusion plus

Vibrational Mechanics and Holographic Creation Physics, as well as into the very Soul of
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Consciousness and the Holographic Manifestation of form. As Merkaba Fields are an intrinsic,
significant
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evolved through the Holographic Unified Field of manifest space-time-matter reality. In
relation

evolved through the Holographic Unified Field of manifest space-time-matter reality. The
MCEO
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of consciousness and holographic manifestation/projection of form can take place, akin to an

to perceive the holographic illusion of externalized space-time-matter manifestation, as the
scalartemplate

sphere. The "hologram" appears to remain "constant" within the Form Constant sphere

out of the hologram of manifestation. The seeming solidity and durability of an externally

Time Matrix, the holographic perceptual realities of space-time-matter take place. Every
being

enters its reality hologram by taking on the mathematical program of first the Universal
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biology and manifest hologram through the innate connection between the Personal Merkaba
Field and

Matrix, beyond the holographic manifestation of the Time Matrix Light Fields. The collective
body
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by which the holographic projection of matter is perpetually brought into and taken out
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spiral sets) External Hologram Projection of Space-Time Matter ...::_ _______ Primal Life
Force

body form~ Manifest Hologram D Reverse Transduction De-Manifestation Sequence: matter-
chemical DNA-Sub-
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the Chemically Translated Holographic Image of the body form template blueprint. This Pulse
of

Unified Field that holographically translate into individualized experience within a perceived
Common Planetary Time

An individual will holographically perceive and experience only the portions of the
Dimensional Unified

and perceptual orientation holographically manifest. The imprint for individuality in
biological form, life experience

into personal experiential Holographic Expression from the personal Maharic Shield Template.
Creative variation on

a 3-dimensional Hologram, as the Primal Life Force Currents continually carry pulses of

body structure and Holographic "external" reality field projection. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings®
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the manifest externalized hologram, another Pulse of Consciousness is released from the
synchronized mathematical

the blueprint in Holographic Expression), the Planetary Merkaba Field releases the next
"incoming"

the fully expanding hologram begins Contraction, entering a back-return through the Reverse
Transduction

1 contracts its hologram program moving backward through the Transduction Sequence,
creating the "

simultaneously expands its hologram program, moving forward through the Transduction
Sequence, birthing the as-

focus, within the hologram", or the "Eiros Conscious, Breathing Life Force Stream" {
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this momentpoint, the hologram template from the "post moment" is adopted by the

the entire externalized Hologram literally "Flashes Off" and de-manifests, its energy held
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within our manifest hologram. We will then continue our exploration of Merkaba Mechanics
and
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body form~ Manifest Hologram D Miasms block energy flow and create a "Phantom-
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into the manifest hologram of the Time Matrix, through the Christed embodiment. • If
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Frequency Fence and Holographic Inserts, Phantom Pulse Testing, Kosovo, the Manhattan
Vortex, Jerusalem and
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the Polarity of Holographic History. 1 . Earth, Nibiru and The Evolutionary Dark Cycle

Science, realigning the holographic time vectors in the DNA and within the Planetary Kathara
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the Polarity of Holographic History. (RE: Excerpts from forthcoming Book Voyagers 3- Visitors
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consciousness into the holographic structure of dimensionalized Morphogenetic Fields.
Through the understanding of the

which the manifest hologram is built, it holds the key to understanding and mastering

awaken from the hologram of our genetically imposed mortality to reclaim our eternal nature
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density is a holographic projection of consciousness through the scalar grids of the
dimensionalized

consciousness beyond the holographic projection of space, time and matter. All dimensions
exist within
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content becomes holographically projected into the body, mind and 3-dimensional life
experience

combine its disharmonic holographic projection with is corresponding harmonic holographic
projection in visualization practices.

is corresponding harmonic holographic projection in visualization practices. In this method,
the disharmonic content
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recording matrix and holographic projection machine. Each moment a person passes through
represents a

the "moment hologram" (external picture in the moment) actually represent a digital

the body, the holographic projection of their contents "comes to life" upon the

of "moment hologram" that will become manifest experiences as the DNA strands,
corresponding
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The "moment hologram", we are perceiving in external reality, both individually and en

the "moment holograms" that were recorded during our Atlantian life cycles, in Dimension

the "moment holograms" of time, space and The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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other lifetimes, from holographically manifesting into the present 3-dimensional life
experience, while systematically
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stream of consciousness, holographically refracting within the scalar fields of the Time
Matrix, spreading
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12 Pre-Atlantian Holographic Disc Records from 246,000 BC. Information pertaining to the
COT-
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the CDT~Plate Holographic Discs. Following her NDE at 18, Ashayana redirected her original
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CDT-Plates are holographic recording, storage and transmission devices that hold massive
amounts of

chosen form of holographic, audio, visual or digital translation. The 12 CDT-Plates were
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12 CDT-Plate Holographic Disc records of the Emerald Covenant-MaharataInner Christ
teachings in
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mas ters of hologram" as are the Zeta, but the Ranthia h ave superior
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the word "hologram" for its meaning is closer to the actual reality that

The term mental hologram may give you a better idea of the concept we
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experiential overlays" as holographic inserts. It is time that humans became aware of the

your historical development. HOLOGRAPHIC INSERTS Holographic inserts work in a number
of ways. First

development. HOLOGRAPHIC INSERTS Holographic inserts work in a number of ways. First
of all,

senses, a literal hologram is manufactured. This process may be difficult for you to

the living "holographic projection mechanism" that it is in actuality. Though these
understandings

three-dimensional life. Holographic inserts are presently being used against you by the Zeta
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to begin using holographic inserts on a mass level. This is part of the

to begin using holographic inserts on a mass level, starting with small groups and

actual events of holographic inserts in operation. Next we will discover how holographic
inserts

will discover how holographic inserts have been used in relation to what you call
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perceptual interference, whereby holographic inserts (as described in previous sections) are
used to
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cover memories and holographic inserts. This tactic is most often used to distract the

of abductions utilize holographic inserts exclusively. They are often used to create present-
moment
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field, in which holographic inserts, perceptual interference and "cover memories" are utilized
to
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of their involvement. HOLOGRAPHIC INSERTS One type of technology that is presently being
shared

mechanical means of Holographic Inserts (See page 27). (Zeta are able to

gentlest of souls. Holographic Inserts depicting religious personages and dramas have
already been employed

the exploitation of holographic inserts. Plans are in the making to stage dramas using

to detect a holographic insert or to protect yourself from being victimized by them?
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Interior agenda of holographic inserts and how these will be used in an attempt

technology of the holographic insert holds great promise for furthering the development of
your
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the utilization of holographic inserts on large masses of people. Though the Interior
Government
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our discussion of holographic inserts and how they are presently being used to direct

we mentioned that holographic inserts using themes popular within your traditions were
being used

can broadcast the holograms and hope to use the frequency fence to block out

range of the holographic insert and blocked from receiving frequency that would create
sense
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agendas creating misleading holographic inserts that will direct the perceptions and thoughts
of the

for manipulation using holographic inserts. The Christian and Jewish faiths, along with some
Eastern

the implementation of holographic inserts on a mass level. People who blindly follow the

especially vulnerable to holographic manipulation. David Koresh and the Waco, Texas,
Branch Davidians and

unenlightened Zeta through holographic insert technology. The inserts have been and will be
used
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continually sustain certain holographic inserts making them appear as "permanent" features
of reality.
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Holographic Inserts and Matrix Transplantation energies from the hole. They had

of their actions. HOLOGRAPHIC INSERTS AND MATRIX TRANSPLANTATION Now we will
resume our discuss

plan to use holographic inserts and matrix transplantation to orchestrate a "mental takeover"
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Holographic Inserts and Matrix Transplantation the right of the heart, and
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its inception through holographic inserts to its culmination in the Zeta Collective Mind link

handle themselves within holographic inse rts and Zeta abductions. These things are already
going

as to how holographic inserts can be maneuvered and also some clues to look

power of the holographic insert to persuade human perception. 72
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Holographic Inserts and Matrix Transplantation What do you suppose might happen

those creating the holographic insert), if those masses passed beyond the gates in ecstasy

is what a holographic insert can do! And some of the Zeta, the unenlightened

the type of holographic drama they have planned once the "frequency fence" is
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growth to awareness. Holographic inserts are a reality. This technology has been used to

dramas staged through holographic inserts. In the last section we discussed the use of

of unawareness Both holographic inserts and matrix transplants can be used to assist you.
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were led, through holographic inserts into training programs that would allow for the
development
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and orchestrated through holographic inserts. Though divergent in content these seed
religions all shared
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those original teachings. Holographic inserts have been used throughout your history to
distort the
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plan for using holographic inserts to orchestrate the "mental takeover" of forced matrix
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to manipulation through holographic inserts, and it is some of these that the Zeta

dramas created by holographic inserts, such as the "Christ" drama example we used
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seeing through the holographic inserts. The Starseeds also are able to more easily partake
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break out of holographic inserts.) Have you ever thought about the deeper messages being

protect yourself from holographic inserts and forced matrix transplants is to open your mind
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do to avert holographic inserts is to join together in tolerance with the other

of range" of holographic inserts. If the Zeta have a hard time using the
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can be discerned. Holographic inserts cannot be detected through the logical mind,
mechanical instrumentation

the human awareness. Holographic inserts are "broadcast" within a certain frequency range (

illusion" of the hologram begins to deteriorate. To create mass holographic inserts the Zeta

To create mass holographic inserts the Zeta have to create a frequency fence (
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within related systems. Holographic inserts are presently posing a threat to your population (
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The threat of holographic inserts and the Zeta forced matrix transplant is a reality

present vulnerability to holographic inserts and accelerate its own evolutionary process will
be the

and the permanent holographic structures held in place by the collective program. If they
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as through the holographic programs you would seem to be living more comfortable
lifestyles

reality behind the holograms you would not be seduced. You would also notice, in
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like" existence of holographic reality with covert, centralized control. Your species will make
the

need to avert holographic inserts and forced matrix transplants, it will also bring to
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be manipulated by holographic inserts or forced matrix transplants if your senses have
developed

from covert manipulation, holographic inserts and 103
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a perpetually maintained holographic insert, that the humans there believe is reality. As the

reality beneath the hologram. If an individual somehow begins to sense that something is

is also a hologram, as the human who entered "treatment" has been destroyed.
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and power of holographic and portal mechanics. The Zeta and the Ranthia both exist
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as the aforementioned holographic inserts or forced matrix transplants. These devices can
"scramble
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cover memories and holographic inserts or whether a forced matrix transplant was attempted
or
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"hallucinations," "holograms" or cover illusions, created through the mind and body to
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Mind creates the holographic illusion of 3-dimensional matter, objectified space and linear
passage
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assists in the holographic projection/manifestation of electrotonal Keylon Codes from the
Cellular Memory

Mind into a holographic representation of external, 3-dimensionally perceivable reality. It is
intended

and projector of holographic imagery. Part of the Reasoning Mind utilizes the physical brain
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will set the holographic template for the rest of our experiences within that Harmonic.
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out, and your hologram goes crazy and you purge all over the place. And

the grids, your holographic grid is already stable enough so you"re not going to
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space within the hologram. Now, we"ll get into more of that when we get
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snapshot in the hologram. It is an energy signature-that"s all-with a bunch

pattern of the hologram? Or will you run the lower? If we could develop
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frequency within the hologram of the room that we"re in. Where there are those

make up this holographic moment that we are experiencing So we"re going to take
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part of the hologram we"re going to manifest, be it the one that takes

portion of the hologram. So hold your image in mind. Hold the image of
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field and your hologram right now is the red dot that you allowed to
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and into their holographic program and the first thing you"ll want to pick up
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or how great holograms they can create with wild wings and take you on

them release their holographic pattern which kind of comes out in a gucky, yucky
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Forget what the holographic content is. We"re learning to process it as energy and
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your own incarnational hologram. And through this experience you should be able to begin

begin releasing the hologram and its hold on you. We"re going to take you
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And it"s been holographically recreating itself through race experience, and through your
experience and
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imprint in our hologram as far as what has taken place. Now, this is

in reversing our hologram as if it never took place, putting in a different

into our morphogenetic holographic template, we are recoding the past, literally. We are
calling

is all a hologram, it is just a series of pictures that aren"t even

of recoding the hologram, which is not hard to do. It comes down to
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part of past hologram you are disassociating with now? When you release the Palaidian
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REALITY OF THAT HOLOGRAM through our own thought patterns. If we instead realize that
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entranced within the Holographic illusion of 3-dimensional Earthly life, and have forgotten
our
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through which the hologram of matter density, linear time and manifest objectification of
reality
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Density within the Hologram of external reality. Harmonics of Manifestation are the stages of
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12 Pre-Atlantian Holographic Disc Records from 246,000BC. Information pertaining to the
COT-Plates
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the COT-Plate Holographic Discs. Following her NDE at age-18, Ashayana redirected her
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12 COT-Plate Holographic Disc records of the Emerald Covenant-Maharata-Inner Christ
teachings
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COT-Plates are holographic recording, storage ar transmission devices that hold massive
amounts of

chosen form of holographic, audio, visual or digit translation. The 12 COT Plates were
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~e Holographic TemplatGR Units of Consciousness. Morphogenetic Fields and Scalar Grids 1.
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Density within the Hologram of external reality_ Harmonics of Manifestation are the stages of
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BLOCKING, FREQUENCY FENCE, HOLOGRAPHIC INSERT, AUDIO INSERT, FREQUENCY
IMPLANTS • CROP CIRCLES- MASS SCALAR-
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walk through the hologram and it would not be real to them. Now, the
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be like a hologram within a hologram, because the 3-Day Particle Conversion Period

hologram within a hologram, because the 3-Day Particle Conversion Period will go on

or a stable hologram within it, under the protection of the Miage Zone Merkaba
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ones, we"re talking hologram, because we will be in like a about here) of
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can blend this hologram into the Inner Earth hologram and we will have a

the Inner Earth hologram and we will have a relatively stable experience going through
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that little theater hologram bubble, so it looks pretty window that it makes in
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of seeing this hologram in a relatively stable manner moving through this 3-Day
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This is our hologram too and it"s about time that we had our pictures

Atlantean period, this hologram has been progressively, as somebody else"s thought forms,
shoved all
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Covenant COT-Plates holographic disc historical records. When the Eieyani recently
presented us with
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12 relic ancient holographic data-recorded discs that digitally store massive amounts of pre-
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Adashi
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COT Plates are holographic recording, storage and transmission devices that hold massive
amounts of

chosen form of holographic, audio, visual or digital translation. The 12 COT Plates were
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12 COT Plate Holographic Disc records of the Emerald CovenantMaharata-lnner Christ
teachings in
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to enter the holographically projected experience of external space, time, matter and
individuation. All
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set of 12 Holographic Recording discs that were given to the Urtite and Cloister
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The COT-Plate Holographic Discs hold a massive library of records that detail many
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form represent a holographic playground, contained within the creative mind of Source-God,
which
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or the "Holographic Beam", from which the 12 dimensionalized scalar-standing-wave fields,
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Belt" or "Holographic Beam"), would place the planet within its naturally intended Planetary
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consciousness within the Holographic experience of manifestation. 12 Universal Signet
Passages 15 PRIMARY KATHARA
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imposters, and use Holographic Insert technology (ref: Voyagers Volurne-1) to dazzle
humans
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of 12 small holographic recording discs called the Cloister-Dora-Teura Plates or "
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activation blocking and holographic inserts. Phoenix "Spike Sites" linked to Falcon Wormhole
to
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Physical Matter Body Hologram "Chemical Lens" -----------..:. . External Hologram Projection
of Space-

-----------..:. . External Hologram Projection of Space-Time-Matter ~§~~~1-~{ Primal

body form~ Manifest Hologram CJ Reverse Transduction De-Manifestation Sequence: matter-
chemica/DNA- SulMtomic
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into the manifest hologram of the Time Matrix, through the Christed embodiment. The MCEO
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form EZ$ Manifest Hologram D If:"\ Miasms block energy flow and create a "
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the Chemically Translated Holographic Image of the body form template blueprint. This Pulse
of

Unified Field that holographically translate into individualized experience within a perceived
Common Planetary Time

An individual will holographically perceive and experience only the portions of the
Dimensional Unified

and perceptual orientation holographically manifest. The imprint for individuality in
biological form, life experience

into personal experiential Holographic Expression from the personal Maharic Shield Template.
Creative variation on

a 3-dimensional Hologram, as the Primal Life Force Currents continually carry pulses of

body structure and Holographic "external" reality field projection. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings®
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the manifest externalized hologram, another Pulse of Consciousness is released from the
synchronized mathematical

the blueprint in Holographic Expression), the Planetary Merkaba Field releases the next
"incoming"



the fully expanding hologram begins Contraction, entering a back-return through the Reverse
Transduction

1 contracts its hologram program moving backward through the Transduction Sequence,
creating the "

simultaneously expands its hologram program, moving forward through the Transduction
Sequence, birthing the as-

focus, within the hologram", or the "Eiros Conscious, Breathing Life Force Stream" (
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moment-point, the hologram template from the "post moment" is adopted by the

the entire externalized Hologram literally "Flashes Off" and de-manifests, its energy held
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2003, Earth begins Holographic Beam entry, Hall of Records begins transmit (originally 2012

Two Moons" Earth/Holographic Beam full alignment (originally 2017, May 5-June 30).
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Plates Pre-Atlantian Holographic Recorder Discs from 246,000BC • Azurite Temple MC books
are

12 Silver-metallic, holographic recording, data storage and transmission devices containing
the original Emerald
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we see a hologram, the hologram of matter that is created by standing scalar

a hologram, the hologram of matter that is created by standing scalar wave patterns
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to create the hologram, some things are more easy to accomplish than others. Now,
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on in this hologram, you can laugh,. with joy, while having deep, deep compassion
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it is a hologram. It"s a hologram that was intended to be joyful. It

hologram. It"s a hologram that was intended to be joyful. It was intended to
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these questions, the hologram starts to change. If somebody comes up and smacks you

accountable for your hologram is about. You either manufacture this hologram because you
are

either manufacture this hologram because you are a face of God that is right

pilot manufacturing a hologram to walk around in, or we are in a universe
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of a shared hologram that we, the only "we" that there is, which

will own my hologram no matter how icky it is and whatever actors are

is all a hologram. Disk 2 2h 26m We all are God and it"s
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got into the hologram and found itself in a certain form that wanted to

create a different hologram, Source would rebalance. There!§. a preference for goodness.
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of Mastery The Holographic Template The 15-Dimensional Time Matrix with 5 Harmonic
Universes
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of 12 digital holographic recorder discs called the "C/oister-Dora-Teura Plates",
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protected COT-Plate holographic discs and from their original Maharata Texts written
translations .
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within a mass hologram of finite, disempowered existence. The Dance For Life Workshop
Program
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The Holographic Template PRIMAL SUBSTANCE Units of Consciousness. Morphogenetic
Fields and Scalar
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consciousness within the Holographic experience of manifestation. 15 PRIMARY KATHARA
LINES: Kathara Lines are
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spiral sets) External Hologram Projection of Space-Time Matter - - ·--- Primal

form ~ Manifest Hologramc:J Reverse Transduction De-Manifestation Sequence: matter-
chemical DNA-Sub-
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the Chemically Translated Holographic Image of the body form template blueprint. This Pulse
of

Unified Field that holographically translate into individualized experience within a perceived
Common Planetary Time

An individual will holographically perceive and experience only the portions of the
Dimensional Unified



and perceptual orientation holographically manifest. The imprint for individuality in
biological form, life experience

into personal experiential Holographic Expression from the personal Maharic Shield Template.
Creative variation on

a 3-dimensional Hologram, as the Primal Life Force Currents continually carry pulses of

body structure and Holographic "external" reality field projection. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings®
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the manifest externalized hologram, another Pulse of Consciousness is released from the
synchronized mathematical

the blueprint in Holographic Expression), the Planetary Merkaba Field releases the next
"incoming"

the fully expanding hologram begins Contraction, entering a backreturn through the Reverse
Transduction Sequence

1 contracts, its hologram program moving backward through the Transduction Sequence,
creating the "

simultaneously expands its hologram program, moving forward through the Transduction
Sequence, birthing the as-

focus, within the hologram", or the "Eiros Conscious, Breathing Life Force Stream" (
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moment-point, the hologram template from the "past moment" is adopted by the

the entire externalized Hologram literally "Flashes Off" and demanifests, its energy held in
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body form~ Manifest Hologram D ~ Miasms block energy flow and create a" Phantom-
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into the manifest hologram of the Time Matrix, through the Christed embodiment. The MCEO
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reality field or HOLOGRAM. When the Kathara grids are functioning normally, Humans are
able
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or electrostatic Cosmic Holographic Radial Body. Formation of the first God-Cell Sphere
within

Merkaba Field another Holographic Radial Body God Cell. The first Downstep creates 2
additional

of the Merkabic Holographic Radial Bodies and the ManU-EirA-ManA Divine Trinity of
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which the "Hologram of Matter"" is projected from the Template of Consciousness into

outward into the Hologram sub-atomic units that carry the opposite electrical charge from
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Units Projected into Hologram: EM and Neutral units Super-luminal units Dark Matter
Negative

Projection of Space hologram The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
MCEO
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consciousness within the Holographic experience of manifestation. 12 Universal Signet
Passages 15 PRIMARY KATHARA
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perceive in our hologram of life is understood to be manifestations of God Source,
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12 COT Plate Holographic Disc records of the Emerald CovenantMaharata-lnner Christ
teachings in
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a selection of holographic programs, within a specific parameter of discussion, designed to
be

Page:  164

the "solid" holographic field. The Density-1 0•3 coilscloosness continues expansion to

the "solid holographic" fieid. The ability to "Astral .Project" develops with
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create Electro-staUc hologram "LMng~ead" bodies by·~ sorbing" !he
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contrived Mental Body holographic projections from fallen angelics of the black hole systems.
The

allows Phantom Matrix holographic memory inserts and reversed-matrix frequency to be
translated back

subconscious mental-emotional holographic projections; often they do not realize that their
physical bodies

they subconsciously create holographic projections of their original living environment and
dramas. They often
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and fantasy distraction holograms within their target"s Radial Body, D-3 Mental Body and



stage" Radial Body holographic dramas for people leaving Earth through death, seducing the
human
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self experiences the holographic projections of the Phantom Matrix D-3 Mental Plane. The

intentionally manufactured, phantom holograms become mathematically encoded in the
Shadow Body DNA Template as
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creates thought-form holograms that the Ego will "run into as physically real"

"3-D holographic thinking"; the ability to experience thoughts in the direct audio-

auditory and visual holographic translation. Thoughts form scalar templates in the frequency
bands in

3 Mental Body holographically perceives its thought forms from the Density-1 Radial Body,

Body, the thought-hologram, and the Ego"s reaction to it, become stored within the

for conscious creation, holographic visualization and DNA Template programming. The
"stuck" D-3

clearly focused, sequential holographic image of desired thoughts and may be unable to
visualize
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actions in conscious holographic creation, that the Universal Unified Field is teaming with life

actuality a mass holographic Radial Body dreamscape from which the consciousness can shift
into

"3-D hologram" is a mass dreamscape, continually manufactured through mass Radial Body

mass Radial Body holographic projection, progressively occurs. This state of expanded
cognition is called

its 3-D holographic dream" knowing its own co-creative power in manufacturing the

manufacturing the mass hologram through intentional or unintentional thought projection.
From this spiritually expanded

the D-3 hologram physical experience, such as "synchronicities" and "cloaked symbol

create a living holographic thought-form body to share in a mass holographic evolutionary

in a mass holographic evolutionary experience. As consciousness expansion and spiritual
integration continue, the

what the present hologram is about", why it was chosen and how it connects

connects to the holographic dramas of other simultaneously incarnate selves in other space-
time

the interdimensional mass hologram using directed thought, spiritual intention and natural
creation mechanics as
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of the 3D Hologram. The idea behind the methodology is not about how "
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of the 3D Hologram. The idea behind the methodology is not about how "
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the use of holographic inserts, but Arihabi was indeed resurrected following the holographic
display.

resurrected following the holographic display. In return for his assistance in diverting
attention from
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THE HOLOGRAPHIC BEAM vibrating base-tone particles of Earth- those that vibrate

half-point. THE HOLOGRAPHIC BEAM The Holographic Beam, the Photon Belt and the
Pleiades

HOLOGRAPHIC BEAM The Holographic Beam, the Photon Belt and the Pleiades During the
course

this as the Holographic Beam, for it is the primary spiral of transmitting energy

systems and the holograms of matter which take place in those systems. The path

path of the Holographic Beam follows a particular route into the time cycles ofHU-

From there the Holographic Beam moves outward and through the cores of the planets

projection of this Holographic Beam. The Holographic Beam is released when the portals
open

Holographic Beam. The Holographic Beam is released when the portals open during the
halfpoint

years later. The Holographic Beam that was released during the ascension cycle at 109
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HU-1. The Holographic Beam follows a path through the Pleiades to Earth because

years as the Holographic Beam projects through Alcyone twice during each second ascension
cycle.)

of the last Holographic Beam, completing a full round of its Harmonic Time cycle,

release of the Holographic Beam takes place. The new release of the Holographic Beam

release of the Holographic Beam creates the morphogenetic wave that allows portions of
Earth

occurs through the Holographic Beam. When that energy infusion begins, five years prior to

passing into the Holographic Beam as it merges with Tara and enters the D-



alignment with the Holographic Beam. The beam allows the D- 2 and D-5

the cycle, the Holographic Beam is aligned directly through the planetary cores of Earth,

complete alignment. The Holographic Beam runs from the D-8 Meta-Galactic Core, upward
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alignment with the Holographic Beam and Tara"s grid. After a three-day period Earth
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grid and the Holographic Beam cannot run through Earth"s grid during the crest of

spiral of the Holographic Beam and remain within the overtone particles of Earth, unable
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Frequency Fence and Holographic Insert technology. These events are taking place now, in
that
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imprint, by using Holographic Insert technology to vaporize the unwanted specimens by
passing them
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the Merkaba Fields holographically creates the perceptual/experiential illusions of matter,
space and time
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of how that holographic projection tricks human perceptions into the experience of space,
time
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MERKABA FIELDS dimensional, holographic refraction of particles and anti-particles, which
pulsate and spin

itself is a holographic illusion; movement only appears to be such when consciousness views

particle spin, the holographic illusions of multidimensional reality, matter, time, space,
movement and individuation
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Guardians to employ Holographic Insert technology on Earth, through which the illusion of
grid

these Guardian-created Holographic Inserts from I973 to III III992, when the II: II

under the Guardians" Holographic Inserts and the illusion of electromagnetic stability they
created, while
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Photon Belt and Holographic Beam, and the opening of the Halls of Arnenti in
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to Activate, or holographically project its contents into the range of physical perception.
Thus
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and the operational holographic program that will manifest into physical reality through the
DNA.

the DNA. The holographic, thought-form program through which your external reality will
manifest

through which that holographic program will project data from cellular memory into physical
manifestation,

field), upgrade the holographic thoughtjorm program (create new visualizations of desired
past, present
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from your active holographic program, which is stored within the cells and made operational
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only a natural holographic illusion created by the refraction of energy waves through varying
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Frequency Fence and Holographic Insert technology. Humans who do not assemble DNA
strand 4
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Frequency Fence and Holographic Insert control. You can stop them from putting the
Frequency

and beam in Holographic Inserts by 2006. People who do not have a minimum
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ofTara and the Holographic Beam passes through the Photon Belt into direct alignment with

energies of the Holographic Beam pass into the Earth"s bio-energetic field in 2017,

the vanishings, as Holographic Inserts will be used to block perception of these events.
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30/2017, the Holographic Beam from D-8 would send a burst of D-
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aligned with the Holographic Beam for three days in 2017. This would permit full
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spiral, so the Holographic Beam could intersect with Earth at the proper angle in
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preparation for the Holographic Beam of 2017. This will begin the opening of the
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Resistance can transmit Holographic Inserts and subliminally impulse human behavioral
response patterns directly through

begin broadcasting mass Holographic Inserts- five-sensory perceptual illusions-into Earth"s
atmosphere, through which
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to Begin Broadcasting Holographic Inserts, if Frequency Fence is Established in 2004.
Dracos-Zeta

begin broadcasting mass Holographic Inserts through their Frequency Fence in order to
direct populations

The Earth changes, Holographic Inserts and mental take over can be stopped in this
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Passing into the Holographic Beam and Photon Belt. Earth"s Particle Base Begins to
Separate,

passing into the Holographic Beam, Earth"s overtone particles pass into the Photon Belt and
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cresting, when the Holographic Beam from Metagalactic Core aligns directly with Earth during
the

is Centered within Holographic Beam and Photon Belt. The Keepers of the Blue and

alignment with the Holographic Beam, Earth"s overtone particles are fully immersed within
the Photon

aligns with the Holographic Beam, the D- 9 Andromeda/Galactic Core morphogenetic field,
D-
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hold from the Holographic Beam and the morphogenetic wave completes its crest. Earth"s
base

grid via the Holographic Beam throughout the three day period, the Guardians will be
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alignment with the Holographic Beam, a burst of accelerating energy runs through Earth"s
grid,

Alignment with the Holographic Beam and the Ascension Portals to Gaia and Meta-galactic

period within the Holographic Beam, Earth moves out of alignment with the Holographic
Beam

alignment with the Holographic Beam and the planetary cores of Earth, Tara, Gaia, the
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alignment with the Holographic Beam, the Seven primary vortices on Earth and Phantom
Earth
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Covenant CDT-Plate holographic discs, clearly demonstrated that such an act of permitted
Anunnaki
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"Holy Figure" holographic inserts, associated "Crying Statues and Paintings" and related
pseudo-
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Belt" or "Holographic Beam""), would place the planet within its naturally intended Planetary
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hidden beneath "holographic insert fields," which are mechanically generated to "give false

constructed buffer screens, holographic insert fields and EM "Detection Blankets"; this
planetary "
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contracting thought-form hologram reality field. If the Anunnaki"s Phoenix Matrix Master Plan
succeeded,
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e TOR-A Holographic Spheres expanded around you and, as this Communication takes place,
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TOR-A Caverns Holographic Spheres around you all Flash Brilliantly ... first, a Beautiful
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the
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TOR-A Caverns Hologram Sphere outward from Chakra-4, all round you, until it

a 12-foot Holographic Sphere Oust imagine diameter as 2 body lengths). 10. Inhale

the 12-foot Holographic Sphere remains expanded from Chakra-4; continue Inhale using the

TOR-A Caverns Holographic Sphere outward to become 24 foot diameter Sphere all around

e TORA Caverns Holographic Sphere outward from the Knee Point until it expands to

the 48-foot Holographic Sphere remains expanded all round you. Complete the Inhale at
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e TOR-A Holographic Spheres expanded around you and, as this Communication takes place,

until the 4 Holographic Spheres become a Set of Radiating, Shimmering, Starbursts: one, 6

e TOR-A Holographic Starburst Spheres around you ... as the Ecka·Le-
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radial body, your holographic skin. These capsules surround each densijy level of our OVtfl

creatJon of our holographic experience, our manifestation machine D•stortions within our
Radial Bodies

Bodies create distorted holograms and thus d1rectly determine the quality of the life we

us. It"s the holographiC refraction lens that allows the hologram to move through us,

that allows the hologram to move through us, bounce In the energy, and bounce
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the ~mensional hologram. Shields directly connect to mer1<aba, and are the control

here IS a holographic projection. ConSCIOUsness projects ... we see the hologram because
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we see the hologram because of what is held within our DNA. When WOI1<

it in your hologram - currently due to the distortions, you would only manifest
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we"re manufacturing our hologram as we go along. Our personal templar and templar are

here is a holographic projection. Consciousness projects. We see the hologram because of
what

We see the hologram because of what is held within our DNA. When worklng

the 3-drmensional hologram Shields also dlrecUy connect to our metkaba, and at& the
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quickly into the hologram, then comes back around again and goes back out and

• and our hologram will progressively clean itself up. The Veca codes allow us
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field - 30 holographic experience in this reality field. The zero point happens where

out in your hologram, bounce back in, and the breath would carry it back
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Matrix beyond the holographic manifestation of the Time Matrix Light Fields. The collective
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Page:  27

created this little hologram and in that hologram these are the conditions. I acknowledge

and in that hologram these are the conditions. I acknowledge the fact that right

now in this hologram there"s no money in that bank account, there are these

Page:  30

down) and the holographic reality, to get back to being able to interact with

Page:  33

within the external hologram and within the very fiber of creation, when you apply
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of your external hologram. Free is being able to fully embody that Presence AS
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a projected, perceivable hologram or reality field. Now we"re going to go all the

Page:  17

manifestation fields are holographic in nature. The integrity of the entire pattern is held

without intervention. With holographic projection, the entire pattern can be created from any
part,
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accreting? • The Holographic Template. 3. The Holographic Template starts with what? •
Units

Template. 3. The Holographic Template starts with what? • Units ofthe consciousness ofGod
Source.
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are very small holographic recorder discs that exist in physical form. They have the

Page:  23

Body structure. 4. Hologram: The holographic projection that we perceive as a solid, 3-

4. Hologram: The holographic projection that we perceive as a solid, 3-dimensional matter-
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fields of the hologram around us? • We perceive (see) as "solid"
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fields of the hologram around us? • We perceive (see) as "solid"
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that becomes a holographic experience of space, time, and matter, once your body,
consciousness

Page:  56

the 3-dimensional hologram. 8. Why is it important to pay attention to our

Page:  57

those templates are holographically projected outward. We manifest our hologram as we go.
9.

We manifest our hologram as we go. 9. Why aren"t we always able to

Page:  59

our physically manifest hologram? (a) Dimension 3 (b) Dimension I (c)

Page:  69



of our "holographic experience," the living theater within which the consciousness held in

a 3-D hologram. 7. Flame of Amoraea: The Flame of Amoraea is the

Page:  75

evolutionary peace treaty holographically encrypted into emerald crystalline projection
stones (b) Founders races
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"own our holograms," to acknowledge we are Source-in-action and that each

everyone in our holograms. Thus, the exploration of genuine Love and Joy must include

Page:  4

being in a hologram of manifestation requires the dynamics of positive and negative, and

power in our hologram (what we resist persists, and if we keep on

aspect of our hologram, to realize that we-as-Source are learning huge lessons

even in a hologram that does not always seem to be, in a more

re-perceive our holograms as expressions of the One-Self exploring both the path

observe our current hologram from the stand-point of the ManU Amoraea Flame of

Page:  5

level of the hologram alone. The statement that "we are all One" must
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come into manifest hologram in order to experience itself in individuation. There is part

is all a hologram. DFL2: Disk : 2h 26m We all are God and

on in this hologram, you can laugh, with joy, while having deep, deep compassion

Page:  12

to create the hologram, some things are more easy to accomplish than others. Now,

Page:  16

to experience the hologram of projection. So therefore Source does allow for, and create,

Page:  17

you"re in the hologram of polarity! In order to create an experience for itself

to have a holographic experience in which to know yourself as Source. However, that

because in the holographic framework, if one or the other side of those things



Page:  28

here in the hologram or your relationship to God? It"s what the test comes

Page:  33

these questions, the hologram starts to change. If somebody comes up and smacks you

Page:  34

accountable for your hologram is about. You either manufacture this hologram because you
are

either manufacture this hologram because you are a face of God that is right

pilot, manufacturing a hologram to walk around in, or we are in a universe

how awful my hologram is and no matter how much I really, really could

changes in the holographic projection you call your life, you have to own both

Page:  35

of a shared hologram that we, the only "we" that there is, which

will own my hologram no matter how icky it is, and whatever actors are

Page:  39

out in the hologram and you"re no longer directly float ing around without form

really lost in holograms out here, forget who you are, forget what the rules

Page:  44

we see a hologram, the hologram of matter that is created by standing scalar

a hologram, the hologram of matter that is created by standing scalar wave patterns

it is a hologram. It"s a hologram that was intended to be The MCEO

hologram. It"s a hologram that was intended to be The MCEO Freedom Teachings®

Page:  51

within the external hologram and within the very fiber of creation, when you apply

of your external hologram. ATW: Disk 1: 1h 40m There is huge love in

Page:  52

us (our hologram) is an essential step in reclaiming our spiritual heritage as

Page:  58

got into the hologram and found itself in a certain form that wanted to

create a different hologram, Source would rebalance. There is a preference for goodness.
Source
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master of your hologram. It"s not your master. It means you can walk through
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on in this hologram ... you can laugh .... with joy ... while having

will own my hologram no matter how icky it is and whatever actors are
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out in the hologram and you"re no longer directly floating around without form in

really lost in holograms out here, forget who you are, forget what the rules
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Pillars create the holographic iII us ion of 3-dimensional fonn the 12-petal
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known as the Holographic Beam. What is happening is that the 12 Signets of

Page:  17

grid and LotE Holographic Crystal Body external light grid and internal LotE Vortice Lines.
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we perceive our hologram around us, it is reflecting what is in the Shield
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external Light Grid Holographic Crystal Body skin. The Rod and Staff LotE Lines cross
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Dimensional Shields fOI"ITIIt"IQ Holographic Pr~ion~lt"lalprote<:ta replica of the Vector
Code Template

Templates, and form Holographic Projection Vector Vortices that project a replica of the
Vector

Page:  31

asphere Lens or Holographic Refraction Screen within the Lotosphere. The sphere shape is
formed

is called a Holographic Refraction Screen because it serves as the screen upon which

a 3-dimensional hologram creator, with energies projecting out from the center point and

that support these holographic illusions within them are massive compared to the "matter"

creation of embedded holographic realities. When these Crystal Bodies are properly aligned
with each

creating the experiential hologram. There is a set of drawing and coloring exercises in

Page:  47

manifest body and hologram. This activates and awakens your DNA Template in a way
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Ecka-Veca Body Holographic Crystal Grid and Vortices Figure 22 One 3-Dimensional Vector
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system, a 3D hologram program, the natural structure is the four density levels, the
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of your own hologram protection, where you don"t see the other people, and they

Page:  121

We"re living in hologram. We"ve said that for a long time. We have the
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to manifest the hologram, and our own eye structure is a reflection of this.

is how the hologram of manifestation and materialization is created. The third eye (

projects out the hologram, which is then refracted and reflected back to us from
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start with the Holographic Template. The Holographic Template is literally the secret
blueprint that

Holographic Template. The Holographic Template is literally the secret blueprint that you do
not

is manufactured. The Holographic Template refers to hologram. The Holographic Template
starts with what

Template refers to hologram. The Holographic Template starts with what we call units of

to hologram. The Holographic Template starts with what we call units of the Consciousness

Page:  5

fission-fusion generators. Holographic Template Units of Consciousness, Morphogenetic
Fields and Scalar Grids 1.

awareness Figure 2: Holographic Template The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented by Adashi
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in the manifest hologram focus there is a sequence of cause and effect--one

Page:  8

the 3-D hologram. Scalar waves anchor our consciousness into dimensionality in the Time

the projection, the holographic projection, of space, time and matter. Kevlons Keylons are 3-

Page:  9

crystallized into manifest holographic forms that hold portions of the Consciousness of God a

Page:  10

to perceive this hologram that is created through that process (interaction). Our Cosmic

part of the holographic process, where we are actually all made of these right

Page:  12

us as a hologram. A hologram is nothing more than a projected reality. It

a hologram. A hologram is nothing more than a projected reality. It is these



to as the hologram. 15-Dimensional Structure Figure 4 represents the 15-Dimensional Time
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consciousness within the holographic experience of manifestation. So, it is a key structure, a
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here in our hologram, they are woven in the air-you start to just
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or electrostatic Cosmic Holographic Radial Body. Formation of the first God-Cell Sphere
within

Merkaba Field another Holographic Radial Body God Cell. The first Downstep creates 2
additional

of the Merkabic Holographic Radial Bodies and the Manu-EirA-ManA Divine Trinity of

Page:  60

an electrostatic cosmic holographic Radial Body ... this is the emergence of the Radial

Page:  61

Merkaba field another holographic Radial Body God Cell. The first downstep creates 2
additional

of the Merkabic Holographic Radial Bodies and the ManU, EirA and ManA Divine Trinity

Page:  64

structure is basically holographic in nature. The whole is contained in the parts at

The structure is holographic, that means the whole is represented in all parts. All
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of Perception And Holographic Life Experience In the natural Stairway to Heaven Galactic-
Universal
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for expanding the hologram. The Akashic and Ecoushic Record set is a BiVectus with
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manifest-space-time-hologram, it is a very specific framework. That framework is shown
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the space-time hologram and then move back in. We move back in as

Page:  62

we can actually holographically experience various probabilities, and actually, we do, all at
the

Page:  78

out on the hologram, is actually stationed in d- 3, which is considered the

we see the hologram of "solid". So, we"re actually, the consciousness and the

Page:  86

manifestation of the hologram. So, we"re going to be learning more about this other

a mass shared holographic field, but we"re also doing it on a personal level,

in most peoples hologram that they would very much prefer not be there, like

seriously manifesting our hologram as we go, how is it that it isn"t coming

thing called "holographic reality" that Source dreamed up in its head, because that"s

creation of spacetime holographic exploration. It is a wonderful medium of artistic expression
of

Page:  93

and space are holographic experiences that are formed through these intricate interplay of
natural

Page:  98

you, just literally, holographically manifest. You can do amazing things in the Halls. I

Page:  103

as how the hologram moves out in front of you. And, we are all



are, where our hologram is, has a specific location. So, these things not only
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walking through a hologram, moving forward. It is time that you can step sideways
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experience in your hologram. But, if you say it"s a free-for-all and

Page:  204

you in your hologram. But you would have your Inner one, and your Core

Page:  211

as a physical hologram here because of certain configurations of our body that were
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the D-2 hologram here. It is going to be interesting There is another

Page:  76

beaming in scenarios, holographic insert programs, and the thing is, there is a connection

say, virtual reality holograms put in here. The portion of our consciousness that is

they"re doing the holographic programming that is coming out in 3-D down here.
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one of those holographic inserts that is meant to ensnare you, where you think

Page:  107

should be one holographic field where our thoughts form our reality from is actually

the spherical reality holograms, and this is a hologram too, we are living in

this is a hologram too, we are living in a hologram, but they split

living in a hologram, but they split the hologram and put this on reversed

they split the hologram and put this on reversed spin, this part of it

Page:  111

what might our hologram start looking like particularly after 12 of the 12 Tribes

Page:  116

is another band hologram, where civilizations and things exist where consciousness manifests
itself into

part of our hologram. This would be Earth"s upper mantle, and this would be

Page:  117

they take the hologram from there and bring it down here. So, this whole

Page:  132

similar to the holographic effect of pastel rainbow colors that oscillate through the fabric

Page:  229



similar to the holographic effect of pastel rainbow colors that oscillate through the fabric

Page:  405

do that 3D hologram thing where you get to watch it from every angle,

Page:  525

whole 3-Dimensional holographic reality like this one is, but a healthier one that

they literally have holograms within holograms. They"ve hijacked half the hologram, put it on

have holograms within holograms. They"ve hijacked half the hologram, put it on reverse
spin.

hijacked half the hologram, put it on reverse spin. We can"t see it. They
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of Perception And Holographic Life Experience in the natural Stai r\Nay to Heaven
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we project our hologram out, and then it cycles back to the next moment,

Page:  65

can manifest a hologram of it and experience it directly without killing anything at

Page:  69

time, experiencing the hologram of space/time unraveling before you, you would experience
the

Page:  72

or an active hologram. Like, this is an active hologram of the falling Earth.

is an active hologram of the falling Earth. It will take the original imprint

generate a natural hologram of what that Earth was like before it fell, before

Page:  73

were a dormant holographic field If we look at all of it as holographic

of it as holographic fields, matter fields are holographic manifestation fields Earth was one.

matter fields are holographic manifestation fields Earth was one. Earth is one. There was

filled, living life hologram, but, of an ascension Earth that still has it"s AnshaTAsa

Page:  75

of the natural holographic field of our D1, D2, and D3 holographic field on

D2, and D3 holographic field on this planet, and they literally have been split

Page:  81

of which the holographic projection of the larger bodies, the auric fields, these would

Page:  87

through in our hologram. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO

Page:  89

or the outer hologram and it is in the process of being born and



Page:  117

a 3-dimensional holographic sphere will open up, where you can look right into

Page:  120

circulation, where the hologram is actually manifested from. At the end of that information

Page:  121

walking as a hologram, and you know you can feel, in direct cognition, that

Page:  136

is where the hologram actually forms-the core mechanics of the physics of the

physics of the hologram actually form where you get an equilibrium balance of quantum,

Page:  140

to create the holographic experience of Space, Time and Matter. There is something that

Page:  144

level or a holographic level of all of these, each one of the domains.

Page:  157

to enjoy the Holographic Journey of Life from the Eye of God. Try to

Page:  160

a "Matrix" hologram movie as virtual reality. They have been warned already that

Page:  181

Mary"s and their holographic inserts, whatever it takes to reach them, as far as

Page:  184

3 densities of Holographic Host Field that look more real actually than the Planet

Page:  289

like, 3 dimensional holograms of anything you want an answer on, and that kind

yourself in the hologram and experience it so you can know its nuances. There"s

Page:  299

-how the hologram is actually projected out and perceived, and then comes back

Page:  308

idea of a hologram, and plugging it in and making it real. Because that



Page:  323

the gold, almost holographic effect that"s in the glass representative of the flame that

Page:  364

we"re fed false holograms, false histories, false visions, all those kind of things and

Page:  410

what forms the holographic field that allows for the flows that give us a

3-dimensionally manifest hologram. But it"s enough to understand that they interface with
each

Page:  414

the projection, the holographic projection that is actually happening right through our own
bodies,
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they form a hologram just like this, but it has characteristics of this and
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form of the Holographic Template that gives us the experience of the illusion of

Page:  142

actually manifest your hologram, and it helps a lot, because then you can perhaps

Page:  145

all about the holographic projection and what bends and what bounces where to give

Page:  244

We"re projecting our hologram out frontwards through it. That is called the KaLE Hara

Page:  245

you"re projecting, your hologram is manifesting before you. Your future is manifesting in
front
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for the manifest hologram is created. So, everything is actually taking place within these.

Page:  13

of 12 digital holographic recorder discs called the "Cioister-Dora-Teura Plates" or

Page:  23

impostors, and use Holographic Insert technology (re: Voyagers Volume-1) to dazzle
humans
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actually project your hologram out as you go. And that"s how we get the

dimensional matter based hologram. So it gets really interesting. It will get really interesting

That literally the Holographic Projection System is distorted by the mutation, and it"s being

Page:  110

again because your hologram is tied in a knot because it"s through this process,

are creating the hologram as we walk through it; we project it out before
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or "false holograms" can be created by NETting the entire mental body (

fill out our holograms, and these lead to distortions in our consciousness and also

Page:  2

that determines our hologram and the Pentagonal Perversion encodes for a completely
unnatural hologram!

a completely unnatural hologram! There was then more information on RCPs, the beginnings
of
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Manifest and Materialized Hologram of Matter". (Healthy planets and stars engage the same

the atomic matter hologram (which takes place WITHIN the personal and planetary AJ
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Page:  2

creating in our hologram. And then we act! We use the Power of Choice

Action in our hologram. This results in an essential shift in our relationship with

planetary and galactic hologram. Part of the process of Spiritual Integration of our Higher

of 12 digital holographic recorder discs called the Cloister-Dora-Teura Plates or COT-

Page:  6

perceive in our hologram of life is understood to be manifestations of God-Source,

Page:  8

we experience our hologram in freedom or in chains." (Speaker 1, Dance for

Page:  9

lightness into your hologram? What is the role of conscious creativity in your life?

your environment, your hologram. Chaotic thoughts guarantee you will automatically react in
certain ways,

Page:  12

of the external hologram that we walk. Every time you think , you create

Master of your hologram, mental body training is what usually comes first. Learn to

Page:  13

out into your hologram. Your mental body will too. If you keep your thoughts

it in your hologram. But you will not react to it where you give

walk through the hologram and see the stuff they throw up at us. They

Page:  17

within the external hologram and within the very fiber of creation, when you apply

Page:  18

of your external hologram." (Ma"a and Mashara of Eieyani Ecka Council, Open Letter

look at your hologram. Take a mindful look at creation around you. Can you



present in my hologram now. Love and Manifestation When you think a thought, when

that created your hologram out here, and put your consciousness back inside, find the

out in the hologram. If it was instantaneous, imagine all the things you might

Page:  23

is in your hologram. Find whatever it is-you might go to a bus

Page:  25

aspect of your hologram."" (Speaker 3, 14 Jun 2003) For all of those

Page:  26

own fields and hologram." (Speaker 3, Nov 2003) "You cannot take responsibility

for someone else"s hologram, and the state of each person"s shield is their own

of your own hologram, a cigar is never just a cigar. Should you give

Page:  27

and the external hologram that you created is sending you, you also diminish your

responsibility for their hologram. True power is a very humbling experience." (Speaker 3)

evervthinq in our hologram. To think otherwise will put us right back in the

Page:  30

these questions, the hologram starts to change. If somebody comes up and smacks you

Accountable for your hologram is about. You either manufacture this hologram because you
are

either manufacture this hologram because you are a face of God that is right

autopilot manufacturing a hologram to walk around in, or we are in a universe

Page:  31

anybody in your hologram. There are people who play the role of the victimizer

changes in the holographic projection you call your life, you have to own both

will own my hologram no matter how icky it is and whatever actors are

you owning your hologram? Can you see the parts you would like to change?

Page:  32

actors in my hologram. IMPECCABILITY "The conscious mind has the free will power

behavior in our hologram. Is taking a stance that you will not permit non-

Page:  33

behavior in your hologram an unloving act? The Speakers have often smiled about the



behavior in our hologram, who are we serving? Certainly not ourselves. Is stating a

behavior in your hologram? What can you do to heal that pattern? Take a

Page:  35

into their external hologram." "Reality simply IS what it is, regardless of the

Page:  36

you in my hologram anymore, you will not frighten me." Even if your knees

Page:  38

stuff in our hologram, even on a mass level, and say, "Well I

Page:  40

everything in your hologram. Every thought you think creates thought forms. What are you

experience as the hologram runs through it. It is in the hologram but not

is in the hologram but not of it. You can experience reality from peace,

intention with the hologram: "I AM PEACE." This is the state of balance

Page:  41

here is the hologram manifest from the one that you had activated in your

changes in the hologram. You can walk it and be in it and not

what sets the hologram. I AM PEACE. I AM LOVE. I AM ABUNDANCE. (

Page:  42

2002) "This hologram was intended to be joyful-it was intended to allow

got into the hologram and found itself in a certain form that wanted to

create a different hologram, Source would rebalance."" "There is a preference for goodness.

Page:  51

of your external hologram. Here we have been gently guided back unto ourselves, and

Page:  52

energy, your own hologram, and a teacher if that is what you want to

Page:  54

around in a hologram filled with all kinds of distorted energies that was coming

Page:  57

to heal the hologram, take it back to its core as energy. Be gentle

manifest in your hologram? L TR Statements: I send Love and Respect now in



Page:  59

you into the hologram and let it run over you, or begin your freedom

process from the hologram so you can begin to master it." (Speaker 1,

Page:  65

and in your hologram that does not want to be moved. All manner of

Page:  66

accountability for their hologram. If we go into this with a victim mind set,

of a shared hologram that we (the only "we" there is which

Page:  67

will own my hologram no matter how icky it is and whatever actors are

I own my hologram now. I set all creation free with Love. Power of

ownership of your hologram and nobody to blame but ourselves for 35 Kristos Realignment

Page:  68

owning your own hologram--completely." (Speaker 3, 13 Apr 2003) Something to Ponder:

ownership of your hologram? LTR Statements: I embrace choice. I reclaim my power now!

Page:  69

in our own hologram without poking in other people"s business. Focusing on other people"s

Page:  70

appear in your hologram, take time to focus on finding something about them to

Page:  72

we experience our hologram in freedom or in chains." (Speaker 1, DFF, France)

Page:  73

the type of hologram you"d like to experience and The MCEO Freedom Teachings®

Page:  75

Disengaging from the Hologram "How does one disengage the hypothalamic switch gear,
which

yourself from the hologram? How do you fulfill your desire to integrate Christ consciousness

Page:  76

people in your hologram will get what is NOT coming to them. This program

Page:  78



IT IS A HOLOGRAPHIC LOOP that feeds your insecurity. It feeds your fear. It
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pops into your hologram. so Do immediate protection techniques such as Dial Up, Krystal
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consider it your Holographic Memory Bubble that is actually around you. Your thought forms
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through one main Hologram that you would see, but you would be able to
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perception of the Hologram than the natural Unified Field would be. It means you

the phase-locked Hologram. And as we begin ... we"ve been working progressively to
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Fields An individual holographically perceives and experiences only the portions of the
dimensional unified

and perceptual orientation holographically manifest. The physical body serves as a chemical
lens through

a 3-dimensional hologram, as the Primal Life Force Currents continually carry pulses of

body structure and holographic "external" reality field projection. ©A & A Deane,
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The Holographic Template The externalization of life, manifestation of matter and
individuation

of identity are holographic projections of consciousness-energy substance created through
an intrinsic order

itself into the hologram of form. Nothing is truly solid. All things are composed

body is a holographic projection of consciousness built upon a holographic template of
structured

built upon a holographic template of structured units of consciousness. The holographic
template represents

of consciousness. The holographic template represents the living morphogenetic field or the
dimensionalized blueprint

can perceive the hologram of externalization. The human body is a hologram built upon

body is a hologram built upon a holographic template of units of consciousness structured

built upon a holographic template of units of consciousness structured into scalar standing
wave
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L L I_ Holographic Template Units of Consciousness, Morphogenetic Fields and Scalar Grids
1.

through which the holographic projections of space-time matter and identity individuation



can be
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to experience the hologram of manifest reality. Scalar-waves or grids are created through

allow for the holographic projection process to begin, where the 3-D hologram becomes

the 3-D hologram becomes a reality. Source energy-that pure, unlimited totally free
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bands create the holographic refraction of light, sound and scalar-waves that allows
consciousness
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the template of holographic reality. What we perceive as color is specific spectra of

core of the holographic template upon which the morphogenetic scalar-wave blueprint and
all

the Kathara Grid holographic template. The Kathara Grids of all forms-universes, galaxies,
planets,
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through which the hologram of manifest experience is perpetually created. Energy cannot be
created

consciousness within the holographic experience of manifestation. The Kathara Level-1 12-
Tree Grid
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Light) or the Holographic Beam, from which the 12-Dimensionalized Scalar Standing-Wave
Fields
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fill out the holographic Illusion of 3- dimensionality. The larger diodic vortex points are
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experiential perception of holographic manifestation. Each Chakra circulates its single axis
flash-line sequence

perceivable 3-dimensional hologram. A Chakra appears within the bio-energetic field as 2
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set the primary holographic scalar field upon which the Meridian Lines or secondary flow
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orchestrate the manifest hologram through creation of manifestation templates. The
interwoven, ordered structures of

time and matter hologram. Color represents specific wavelengths of frequency that are within
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start with the Holographic Template. The Holographic Template is literally the secret
blueprint that

Holographic Template. The Holographic Template is literally the secret blueprint that you do
not

is manufactured. The Holographic Template refers to "hologram." The Holographic Template
starts with

refers to "hologram." The Holographic Template starts with what we call units of

"hologram." The Holographic Template starts with what we call units of the Consciousness
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in the manifest hologram focus there is a sequence of cause and effect-one
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the projection, the holographic projection of space, time and matter. Keylons Keylons are 3-
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crystallized into manifest holographic forms that hold portions of the Consciousness of God a

to perceive this hologram that is created through that process (interaction). Our Cosmic
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us as a hologram. A hologram is nothing more than a projected reality .

a hologram. A hologram is nothing more than a projected reality . It is

to as the hologram. 15-Dimensional Structure The 15-Dimensional Time Matrix is a
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consciousness within the holographic experience of manifestation. So, it is a key structure, a
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here in our hologram. They are woven in the air-you start to just
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an electrostatic cosmic holographic Radial Body. .. this is the emergence of the Radial

Merkaba Field another holographic Radial Body God Cell. The first downstep creates 2
additional
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The structure is holographic in nature. The whole is contained in the parts at

The structure is holographic, that means the whole is represented in all parts. All
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of Perception And Holographic Life Expe ~ie nce in the natural Stairvvay to
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to create its hologram. Polarity differences represent the way the positive and negative
charges
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Clock within the hologram. 22 This is a machine that generates unnatural gravitational fields
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our 3-dimensional hologram. Any distortions held within our Radial Bodies will be reflected

distortions within our hologram. Veca Code Technologies allow us to clear the distortions
held

of our manifest hologram. At 90 degrees to the Octave Shield is the horizontal
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see creates the hologram you do see), and· in the PCM Universe the

is our observable hologram. The observable hologram is called the GrU-al which manifests

hologram. The observable hologram is called the GrU-al which manifests on Dimensions 2,

influencing our visible hologram. Veca System in the Pattern of the Monad Our Veca
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to heal our hologram if seen in this light. Arc of the Covenant Gate
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in reversing our hologram as if it never took place, putting in a different

into our morphogenetic holographic template, we are recoding the past, literally. We are
calling

is all a hologram, it is just a series of pictures that aren"t even

your own incarnational hologram. Through this experience you will be able to begin releasing

begin releasing the hologram and its hold on you. When you came in, you

and it"s been holographically recreating itself through race experience and through your
experience of
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come into the holographic bubble. Each one of the chakras has a seed crystal
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their internal materialized holographic realities experienced. Without confinement to a
centralized structure of organization
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them in our hologram. When we study the information and use the State of
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the larger "hologram" (3-D world experience) of which they are usually

Blue Print-sealed hologram-within-a-hologram), which exists as a frequency modulation area

hologram-within-a-hologram), which exists as a frequency modulation area within the Void

of their original hologram as they enter the frequency-shelter of the Arc of
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Field (or hologram). The Dimensions In Keylontic Science, we learn that a Time
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a 3-dimensional hologram or reality field. Each expression of God/Source or manifest

1 Time Cycle) Holographic Projections of Consciousness The process of God/Source
expressing Itself

the 3-Dimensional Hologram. Although we, as Humans and expressions of God/Source, often
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phenomenon of the Hologram. Time and space are also a result of the Hologram

result of the Hologram and allow for conscious entities to experience motion and linearity

linearity surrounding their holographic experiences. Although, in absolute terms, Time-Space
is an illusion,

ONE 3-Dimensional Hologram experiences Itself as separate from the other four Densities or

a 3- Dimensional Hologram and the illusion of linear time and space. The differing

these 3-Dimensional Holograms within the same space and time is often described as
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of 12 digital holographic recorder discs called the "Cloister-Dora-Teura Plates" or
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protected CDT-Plate holographic discs and from their original Maharata Texts written
translations. Once
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be altered with Holographic Inserts during a remote healing session, but they can actually
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of 12 digital holographic
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protected COT-Plate holographic discs and from their original Maharata Texts written
translations. Once
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them in our hologram. When we study the information and use the State of
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core of the hologram where dis-ease manifests. Disease or disharmonic conditions originate
in

itself into the Hologram of Form. Nothing is truly solid. The only difference between
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handle on our hologram. We were created as manifesters, with a natural gift of

Order into, manifest holograms of reality. • Thoughts of God become crystallized into
manifest

crystallized into manifest holographic forms that hold portions of Primal Substance
Discussion of Partiki,

to create the hologram in which the experience of manifestation can take place. •

GOD. • The Holographic Template the dimensionalized blueprint of conscious light, sound
and scalar
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crystallized into manifest holographic forms that hold portions of Primal Substance
Discussion of Partiki,
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illusion of external holographic projection could be experienced. It holds our original pattern
of

through Multi-Vector Holographic Recoding: each of our simultaneous incarnations in time
represents one

or Multi-VECTOR HOLOGRAPHIC RECODING. • A first step towards Regenesis of the
Personal
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and sustain the hologram of manifestation by facilitating the transformation of the Primal Life
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of our current hologram which are actually in a foreign tongue I And, by

an arena, or hologram, in which to explore creation or manifestation The Physics of

us (our hologram) is an essential step in reclaiming our spiritual heritage as
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masters of our hologram or arena of manifestation The frequencies which are integrated into
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12 relic ancient holographic data-recorded discs that digitally store massive amounts of pre-
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of our "holographic experience". Distortions within our Radial Bodies create distorted
holograms and

Bodies create distorted holograms and thus directly determine the quality of the life we

as a 3D hologram. It is like the holographic refraction lens that allows the

is like the holographic refraction lens that allows the hologram to move through us.

that allows the hologram to move through us. In its original Divine Blueprint form,

Blueprint form, this Holographic Template within the Radial Body is the original God/Source
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CDT -Plate holographic recorder disc relics from 246,000BC have been secretly held in
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